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A single block pattern can yield an infinite number of variations. In this workshop, we’ll use impro-
visational patchwork to explore repetitions and variations on a theme. You’ll gain a deeper under-
standing of the design elements of structure and composition, while building confidence in working 
with improvisation to create quilt tops that reflect your own voice. Suitable for quilters with some 
experience with improvisational patchwork who are ready for more in-depth exploration and refine-
ment of the technique, however beginners can create exciting work!  

What You Need to Bring
Bring a favorite traditional or original block pattern to work with. See below for ideas. Your experi-
ence will feel more successful if you reduce your block choice to it’s most elemental form. Complexity 
and secondary patterns can emerge through variations developed in class.

Materials:
You’ll need a total of about 3-6 yards for this (one-day) workshop, based on your preference for 
working large or small, and how fast (or slow) you typically work. This total should include mostly 
solids supplemented with prints and/or yarn-dye chambrays and wovens in a variety of values and 
hues, including neutrals.  Please keep your color palette limited/simple and reflective of the block 
you choose. Most of the sample blocks shown below need only two or three colors or values to create 
the visual pattern. Broaden your fabric options with variations of a hue – for instance a wide range 
green hues (blue green, yellow-green, muddy green), and value (dark green, light green),  A zinger 
(oddball fabrics) or two will go a long way. Think about incorporating something vintage that you 
don’t “love”.

Tools and Equipment
• Sewing machine and the usual accompanying supplies like needles and thread
• Fabric shears/snips 
• Cutting mat/rotary cutter/acrylic ruler
• A sketchbook or paper and your preferred drawing tools.
• Digital camera or phone
• 2-yard piece of white flannel or cotton batting to use for a design wall, unless supplied by 
   the venue.
• Masking tape or pins for hanging blocks/design wall. 

Block Ideas
The block patterns shown below work well for this workshop. The blocks as shown have two  
main colors.  


